
Introduction
Certification programs, whether used to certify the safety of
toasters, the airworthiness of aircraft, or the responsible man-
agement of forests, certify to standards that have been devel-
oped and approved through a rigorous and open process.

Standards are sometimes called “the soft law of industry”.
Some standards are adopted voluntarily by organizations to
achieve business and policy objectives. In some cases stan-
dards are included in government regulations. Standards usu-
ally require the achievement of objectives in product quality
or environmental performance that are above and beyond
regulatory requirements.

Third-party audit and certification to the requirements of
standards provides additional assurance to customers and the
public that product quality and environmental performance
will be maintained.

The internationally accepted “golden rule” in standardiza-
tion is that a standard must be approved and issued by a stan-
dards development organization, with a date indicating when
it becomes valid.

This “golden rule” is
respected by all national and
international standardization
institutions that are members
of the International Organiza-
tion for Standardization (ISO),
Committee on Conformity
Assessment (CASCO), and the
International Accreditation
Forum (IAF) and come under
ISO guidelines for standards
development, approval, accredi-
tation of certification bodies,
audit practices, and certifica-
tion. The FSC operates independently of these organizations.

The normal process of standards development, audit and
certification is:
1. A standard is developed through the work of a multi-

interest stakeholder committee and approved by an inde-
pendent third party as meeting the requirements for 
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Certification to approved forest management standards is a recognized business practice. There are two international for-
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approved by FSC. In the remaining 61 countries, 42 million ha (30%), the forests have been certified to draft or “interim
standards” that have not gone through the FSC approval process. Consumers have no way of knowing whether the wood
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oped by FSC certification bodies. 
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RÉSUMÉ
La certification répondant à des normes d’aménagement approuvées est maintenant une pratique commerciale reconnue.
Il y a deux programmes de certification forestière internationale : le Programme de reconnaissance des certifications fores-
tières (PEFC) et le Forest Stewardship Council (FSC). Leur objectif commun est d’améliorer l’aménagement forestier et
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2011, quelque 372* millions d’hectares de forêts avaient été certifiés à travers le monde. Le PEFC en a certifié 234 millions
dans 26 pays—toujours selon des normes d’aménagement forestier approuvées par le PEFC. Le FSC a certifié 143 millions
ha dans 81 pays. Dans 20 d’entre eux, soit 101 millions (70%), la certification répond à des normes d’aménagement fores-
tier approuvées à l’interne par le FSC. Dans les 61 autres, soit 42 millions (30%), elle répond à des projets de normes ou
des normes intérimaires développées par les instances de certification du FSC. Le consommateur ne peut donc savoir si
un produit en bois ou papier provient de forêts certifiées aux normes FSC ou à d’autres développées par les instances FSC
de certification spécifiquement pour des clients.
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the process of standards development, content, public
review and approval.

2. Certification bodies that conduct audits to the standard
must be accredited by an independent party as meeting
the requirements for independence (absence of conflict of
interest), as well as having the technical and professional
competence needed to carry out an audit.

3. The audit ensures conformity with the requirements of the
approved standard. Certification is awarded provided the
audit team finds no significant non-conformities between
the management practices (or product) and the require-
ments of the standard.
FSC does not meet all these requirements. Many certifica-

tions are carried out to “interim standards” developed by FSC
certification bodies that have been accredited by Accredita-
tion Services International (ASI). FSC is the sole shareholder
of ASI, which might be seen as a conflict of interest.

Third-Party Forest Management Certification 
Certification to a sustainable forest management (SFM) stan-
dard has become a recognized business practice for many 
forest management organizations around the world. SFM
standards, independent third-party audits and forest manage-
ment certification are excellent tools to improve forest man-
agement and provide assurance to customers that products
come from well-managed forests. But to be credible forest
management standards must be transparent, developed with
public input, and have a clear process of approval. Third-
party certification audits must be conducted in a manner that
is consistent with international accreditation and certification
procedures. This is best achieved if the approval of standards,
accreditation of certification bodies, auditing and certifica-
tion are carried out according to the policies and processes
that the certification programs have set in place. Certification
must not be granted when the audit is carried out to the
requirements of a draft standard or “interim standard” devel-
oped by certification bodies, or to auditors’ checklists. Nor
should certification be granted if there are serious non-con-
formities between the management practices and the require-
ments of the standard.

Forest policy and management practices have benefited
from two decades of intense discussion by scientists, field man-
agers and policy experts working as part of the Intergovernmen-
tal Process to define Sustainable Forest Management adminis-
tered by the United Nations Environmental Program (UNEP). 

These discussions have developed regional sets of Criteria
and Indicators for Sustainable Forest Management (C&I for
SFM). These C&I have provided useful definitions of SFM
and in many cases the sets of Criteria and Indicators have
been used as the framework to develop standards for SFM. 

One notable effect of the development and implementa-
tion of SFM standards has been the accelerated adoption by
forest management organizations of the new forest manage-
ment paradigm—SFM.

Standards Development and Certification
Forest certification was developed in the early 1990s as a way
to harness the competitive energy of the marketplace to
improve forest management.

There are two international forest certification programs:
• The Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certifica-

tion (PEFC) – 234 million ha in 26 countries. CSA (Cana-
dian Standards Association), SFI (Sustainable Forestry Ini-

tiative) and ATFS (American Tree Farm System) are
PEFC-endorsed standards used in North America.

• The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) – 143 million ha in
81 countries.
The PEFC and FSC have many common features and sig-

nificant differences. It should be noted that there has been
convergence of requirements among the certification pro-
grams. A 2009–2010 FAO market review stated, “Over the
years many of the issues that previously divided the certifica-
tion systems have become much less distinct. The largest cer-
tification systems now generally have the same structural pro-
grammatic requirements” (UNECE/FAO 2010).

Common features
The stated objectives of both programs are:
• to improve forest management and ensure that wood from

illegal logging does not enter the supply chain,
• to provide assurance to the public and customers that the

forest products they buy come from sustainably managed
forests, 

Both programs have:
• “national organizations” to develop forest management

standards that reflect SFM requirements and government
regulations for the forests of the country and meet the
requirements of their program,

• formal processes to review and approve standards prior to
implementation and auditing,

• chain-of-custody certification—a means of tracking wood
and paper products from the forest to the mill or retail out-
let.

• reliance on third-party auditors (“certification bodies”) to
carry out inspections/audits to verify that an operation is
meeting the requirements of the approved forest manage-
ment standard.

PEFC and FSC have significant differences 
SFM criteria
• PEFC “national initiatives” base their standards on PEFC

Sustainable Forest Management Requirements2 as well as
definitions and guidelines for SFM approved by their
national governments. In some cases the SFM Criteria and
Indicators developed through the UNEP process form the
framework for the SFM standard. More detailed guidelines
are also used to provide additional information on the for-
est management practices and values that must be
included in the requirements of the standard.

• FSC “national and regional initiatives” bases their stan-
dards on the FSC Principles and Criteria3 (FSC 1996).
Most forest management standards used around the world

have been developed by national working groups operating
under the aegis of PEFC and FSC. There are several notable
exceptions. The two Canadian CSA SFM standards and the
PEFC forest management standards in Australia, Chile and
Brazil were developed by Technical Committees working
through their national standards institutes. The PEFC-
endorsed SFI standard used in Canada and the USA and
ATFS standard used in the USA were developed through
independent multi-stakeholder processes, including a period
of public review.
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2http://www.pefc.org/standards/technical-documentation/pefc-
international-standards-2010/item/672
3http;//www.fsc.org/pc.html



Approval of standards
• All PEFC-endorsed standards have been subjected to rig-

orous public review during their development.
• The PEFC procedure for the approval of standards begins

with a review and report on the proposed standard by an
independent forest consulting firm to ensure that it meets
the many PEFC requirements for the standards develop-
ment process, public review and forest management
requirements. The consultant’s report is reviewed by an
independent Panel of Experts and the PEFC Board, and if
satisfactory, the new standard is approved by the PEFC
members as a PEFC-endorsed standard.

• The audit and certification process must meet national
requirements for accreditation of auditors, audit proce-
dures and certification as required by the International
Accreditation Forum (IAF).

This is not always the case with FSC:
• Standards developed by FSC “national initiatives” are

reviewed internally, not by an independent organization.
• In countries where no FSC-approved standards exist, FSC-

accredited certification bodies are using draft standards
awaiting FSC approval, or what are termed “interim stan-
dards” developed by the FSC certification bodies them-
selves. These interim standards are based on FSC Princi-
ples but have not been developed through standards
development processes required by the FSC. In some
countries several “interim standards” have been developed
to meet the needs of clients. Not all are publicly available.
When the certification body both develops the standard
and audits the forest management operation the essential
independence of the auditor is lost and a serious risk of
conflict of interest is created.

Certification Bodies 
Certification bodies carry out audits and grant certification to
standards if there are no major nonconformities.

Under the PEFC program, all certification bodies must be
accredited by the International Accreditation Forum (in
North America this includes the Standards Council of
Canada, American National Standards Association, or the
ANSI-ASQ National Accreditation Board). According to the
International Accreditation Forum, it is a “world association
that ensures its accreditation body members only accredit
competent bodies.” 4

Accreditation of certification bodies under the FSC is con-
ducted by Accreditation Services International (ASI), which
is a limited liability company registered under German law
whose sole shareholder is the Forest Stewardship Council.
ASI-accredited certification bodies are authorized to carry
out FSC forest stewardship and chain-of-custody certifica-
tions. According to ASI, it “accredits Certification Bodies to
provide a credible assurance that they are competent and
independent in providing certification services according to
FSC Standards.”5

Certification to approved standards
• The PEFC will only recognize forests certified to standards

that have been reviewed and endorsed by PEFC. 
• FSC International recognizes certifications in 61 countries

where 42 million ha have been certified to draft standards
or to standards written by FSC-accredited certification
bodies. The acceptance by FSC of forests certified to draft
standards or “interim standards” developed by the certifi-
cation bodies that will carry out the audit is an unorthodox
approach to certification.

International Forest Management Certification
PEFC Certified Forests – 234 million ha in 26 countries
There are presently 30 countries with PEFC-endorsed stan-
dards; 26 have certified forests (Fig. 1).

FSC certified forests – 143 million ha in 81 countries
FSC International has approved standards in 20 of the 81
countries where FSC certifications have been carried out (Fig.
2; FSC 2010). All 143 million ha of FSC-certified forest are
recognized by FSC International in Bonn despite the fact that
there are no FSC-approved standards in 61 of the countries in
which FSC lists certifications. The 20 countries with approved
standards have 101 million ha of certified forest6 (70% of the
total). The 61 countries without FSC-approved standards
have 42 million ha of certified forest (30% of the total).
Motion #25 indicates that the “interim standards” are not
publicly available. Indeed, the FSC may not be aware of the
number of “interim standards” in use. As of March 2011, over
one hundred “interim standards” had been used with as many
as six used in one country.

The same FSC label is used to identify wood or paper
products from operations certified to approved standards and
on products from the 42 million ha certified to draft and
“interim standards” developed by FSC certification bodies.
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#25 MOTION for the 2011 FSC Annual General Assembly

FSC shall review and revise the policies associated with
use of interim standards to ensure system integrity and
consistency of application. The review shall consider:
• Establishing a set of generic standards that will be

used instead of, or as a foundation to, interim stan-
dards developed by Certifying Bodies;

• Establishing policy about conditions where interim
standards may be applied and conditions where
National Initiatives must be formed to develop FSC-
approved national or regional standards; and,

• While interim standards are still in use, establishing
an area of the FSC Web site where all interim stan-
dards are publicly accessible.

(http://www.ga.fsc.org/fileadmin/general-assembly/Documents/Motions/
FSC_Motions_Report_for_Associates_2011-06-07_CORRECTED__2_.pdf)

4http://www.iaf.nu/
5http://www.accreditation-services.com/
67.3 million ha certified to a draft standard removed from the total
for Canada

Motion #25 was approved by the 2011 FSC AGM. This
indicates that the FSC recognizes that certification of forests
using “interim standards” developed by the certification bod-
ies themselves is unacceptable and must be corrected. The
development of standards by certification bodies creates a
clear risk of conflict of interest. The current deadline to cor-
rect this situation is 2015.

Sixty-one additional FSC-approved standards are needed
to resolve the problem. Since 1993 the FSC has approved 28
standards in 20 countries. How many years will it take to set
the house in order?
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Fig. 2. 81 Countries with FSC certifications: 20 countries (yellow) with FSC approved standards contain 70% of FSC “certified” forest
61 countries (red) without FSC approved standards contain 30% of FSC “certified” forest 

Fig. 1. 30 countries (green) with PEFC-endorsed standards—26 have certified forests. 100% of the PEFC-certified forest area is certi-
fied to PEFC-endorsed standards. Source: PEFC 2011



Certification to standards that have not been approved or
that have been developed by the certification bodies that have
carried out the audit is a significant departure from estab-
lished international standards procedure.

The international trade in forest products is worth about
$320 billion to $350 billion per year (FAO 2006). The inclu-
sion of unorthodox certification practices within this trade is
a misrepresentation in the marketplace.

Fig. 2 shows all 81 countries where the FSC has registered
standards and certifications. 

Table 1 provides a summary of these differences between
PEFC and FSC.

Forest management certification on the six forested continents
A comparison of the status of certification in the six forested

continents clearly demonstrates the concentration of forest
certification in North America and Europe, although good
progress is being made in Australia, Brazil, Chile and
Malaysia.

FSC was the first forest management certification pro-
gram. Its declared objective in 1993 was “to halt tropical
deforestation and stop illegal logging”. A close examination of
Table 2 shows that a very small proportion of forest certifica-
tion has taken place in the tropical forest regions of the world.

Illegal logging
Most illegal logging has been taking place in tropical coun-
tries with weak regulatory and enforcement systems. Certifi-
cation may slow the international trade in illegal timber but it
will not stop it. International agreements to forbid the impor-
tation of forest products from illegal logging operations will
significantly reduce the trade in what is really stolen timber.
The Voluntary Partnership Agreement—Forest Law Enforce-
ment, Governance and Trade (FLEGT)—and amendments to
the US Lacey Act have all been influential in reducing the
market for illegal timber.

A reduction in illegal logging will reduce pressure on trop-
ical forests and benefit companies that operate legally and
sustainably by reducing the supply of black-market timber on
the international market.

Tropical deforestation
During the 20th century there was an increase in deforestation
in Asia, Africa and some countries in South America and the
Caribbean. 
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Table 1. Comparison of PEFC- and FSC-certified forest area (million ha) with standards 

Forest Countries with Forest
Countries certified to certifications certified in % of

with approved % of certified but without these certified 
approved standards forest in the approved countries forest in the 

Program standards (million ha) program standards (million ha) program

PEFC 30 235.6 100 – – –
FSC 20 100.9 70 61 42.4 30

Sources: FSC 2011, PEFC 2011

Table 2. Forest management certification on six continents

Forest area Area certified % of Forest
Continent (million ha) (million ha) certifieda

Temperate forests
North America 677 196 29
Europe 1001 131 13
Total 1678 327b 19

Mainly tropical/sub-tropical forests
Africa 635 8 1
Asia 572 8 2
South America and Caribbean 860 16 2
Oceania 206 14 6

Total 2273 46 2
World 3952 372b 9

avariance due to rounding may occur
bdouble counting removed
Sources: Certification Canada 2011, FAO 2006, FSC 2011, PEFC 2011, SFI 2011

Fig. 3. 81 countries with FSC-certified forests. Source: FSC 2011



Deforestation is generally driven by land hunger—growing
populations and their needs for housing, food and energy. The
socio-economic pressures caused by population growth and
the dependence of rural families on small-scale agriculture are
forces too strong to reverse with pressures to certify forests.
Very similar socio-economic forces were at work in Europe
and North America between 1600 and 1900. North America
and Europe are now gradually re-establishing forest cover.

Some deforestation in tropical countries is also due to
expansion of large-scale agriculture and the conversion of
natural forest to plantations to supply palm oil and pulp and
paper operations.
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Fig. 4. Certified forest in North America (000 ha). Sources: Certifica-
tion Canada 2011, FAO 2006, FSC 2011, PEFC 2011, SFI 2011

Fig. 5. Certified forest in Europe (000 ha). Sources: FAO 2006, FSC
2011, PEFC 2011

Fig. 6. Certified forest in Africa (000 ha). Sources: FAO 2006, FSC
2011, PEFC 2011

Fig. 7. Certified forest in Asia (000 ha). Sources: FAO 2006, FSC 2011,
PEFC 2011

Fig. 8. Certified forest in South America and the Caribbean (000
ha). Sources: FAO 2006, FSC 2011, PEFC 2011

Fig. 9. Certified forest in Oceania (000 ha). Sources: FAO 2006, FSC
2011, PEFC 2011

Fig. 10. Certified forest worldwide (000 ha). Sources: FAO 2006, FSC
2011, PEFC 2011



A mixed success
Forest management certification has failed to achieve the
declared objectives stated by FSC, but it has succeeded in
improving forest management, accelerating the implementa-
tion of SFM and increasing customer and public awareness of
the importance of good forest management. Unfortunately,
many of the certifications have taken place in countries where
forest management was already well regulated.

There is a quotation attributed to Samuel Johnson that
may assist in explaining some of the beneficial effects of cer-
tification: “Depend upon it Sir, when a man knows he is to be
hanged in a fortnight, it concentrates his mind wonderfully.”

When a company decides to seek certification of its forest
management operations it has the effect of concentrating the
attention of the forest managers on setting and achieving for-
est management objectives that comply with legislation and
conform to the requirements of SFM standards. No forest
management team wants to fail an audit.

North America and Europe
North America and Europe are continents with strong 
forest and environmental regulations and the incidence of
illegal logging is very small. However, these continents have
the largest areas of certified forest in the world. This is prob-
ably due to a combination of factors that are not unique to
North America and Europe, but have had a greater com-
bined effect:
• large forest management units offer important economies

of scale,
• high levels of forest management expertise and compe-

tence,
• comprehensive and well-enforced forest management reg-

ulations,
• sophisticated marketplaces with forest products supply

chains that are sensitive to ENGO pressure tactics and
public opinion, and

• forest managers in countries that are major exporters of
forest products implement forest management certifica-
tion to improve forest management, maintain market
access and provide their customers with assurance that
their products come from sustainably managed forests.
Twenty-nine percent of the forest area in North America

has been certified (Fig. 4). Much of the uncertified forest is
not available for timber production. In Canada the vast
majority of the publicly owned timber-productive forest has
been certified. In both the USA and Canada the majority of
industrial private forest land is certified. In both countries
work must still be done to increase the certification of private
woodlots. In Europe, 128 million ha (13%) of the 1001 mil-
lion ha of the forest area has been certified (Fig. 5). This
includes 4% of Russian forests and 51% of the forests in the
rest of Europe.

Africa
In Africa only Cameroon (FSC) and Gabon (PEFC) have
developed approved forest management standards. FSC has
carried out certification audits in 10 other African countries,
but these countries do not have approved forest management
standards. Only 1% of the total area of forest in Africa has
been certified (Fig. 6).

Asia
The only country in Asia with an approved forest manage-
ment standard is Malaysia (PEFC). FSC has carried out certi-
fication audits in 10 other countries but does not have
approved forest management standards. Only 2% of the total
area of forest in Asia has been certified (Fig. 7).

South America and the Caribbean
In South America and the Caribbean forest management
standards have been developed and approved by FSC in
Brazil, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia and Peru and by PEFC in
Brazil, Chile and Uruguay. The FSC has carried out certifica-
tion audits in 13 other countries, but there are no approved
forest management standards. Only 2% of the total area of
forest in this region has been certified (Fig. 8).

Oceania
In Oceania only Australia (PEFC) and Papua New Guinea
(FSC) have developed and use approved forest management
standards. Both New Zealand and the Solomon Islands have
FSC-certified forests that have been audited to forest manage-
ment standards that have not been approved; 6% of the forests
in this region have been certified (Fig. 9).

World
Outside of North America and Europe much work remains to
be done. It is in these regions that illegal logging, deforesta-
tion and loss of forest habitat pose international environmen-
tal concerns.

By June 2011 a total of 372 million ha (the approximate
world total with double counting removed) or 9% of the 3952
million ha of forest had been certified worldwide (Fig. 10). Of
this total, 326 million ha are certified to standards approved
by PEFC and FSC. Forty-two million ha have been certified
by FSC to draft or “interim standards”. 

Although 372 million ha of forest certified between 1993
and 2011 may not sound like much of an accomplishment,
when we consider that the entire administration and infra-
structure required for forest management certification had to
be developed, including SFM standards, accredited certifica-
tion bodies and audit teams, it represents a huge expenditure
of money and effort.

Volume of Wood from Certified Forests
It might be useful to examine the proportion of the annual
harvest of industrial roundwood that now comes from certi-
fied forests around the world. This may be a more meaning-
ful measure of our accomplishments. There is little or no
incentive to certify forests that do not produce industrial
roundwood.

According to FAO data (FAO 2006) the world’s forests
cover 3952 million ha and produce an annual harvest of
industrial roundwood of approximately 1800 million cubic
meters (Table 3). An additional volume, estimated at 3000
million cubic meters, is cut for fuelwood and charcoal. About
372 million ha of forest, or approximately 9% of the world’s
forests, are certified to a variety of SFM standards worldwide
(PEFC 2011, FSC 2011). Forests managed for timber produc-
tion are the main candidates for certification. The latest
UNECE/FAO Market Review (UNECE/FAO 2011: 99) says:
“The potential supply of industrial roundwood from certified
forests was estimated as 447 million m3 in May 2011, about
25% of global roundwood production.”
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Competing Programs
There is sharp competition between the FSC and PEFC. The
FSC and its supporters promote their brand through assertive
market action and negative campaigns that misrepresent
competing standards. These campaigns are used to persuade
retailers that they should trade only in FSC-certified prod-
ucts. This does not provide direct long-term benefits to the
retailer, certification, sustainability or the marketplace.7,8

FSC supporters call the FSC the “Gold Standard” and also
actively endeavour to weaken the credibility of the PEFC pro-
gram.

PEFC and its 30 endorsed national forest certification sys-
tems take a more modest and conservative approach to pro-
moting their brand. They offer their certification program as
a service to forest owners/managers to provide credible
assurance to customers and the public that forest products
bearing the PEFC logo originate from well-managed forests.
The PEFC has grown to be the biggest forest certification
program in the world due to its rigorous and principled
approach to standards development, approval, certification
and marketing.

As long as the FSC attaches its logo to wood from 42 mil-
lion ha of forests that have been certified to “interim stan-

dards”, it should not claim to be operating a rigorous certifi-
cation and labelling program and certainly cannot claim to be
operating the “Gold Standard”.9 By these actions the FSC mis-
leads customers, weakens its own brand and damages the
credibility of all forest certification.

The FSC and PEFC have the same stated objectives: 
• to improve forest management, and
• to provide assurance to both customers and the public that

forest products bearing their label come from well-man-
aged forests. 
If their objectives are truly the same, what can explain the

sharp and destructive criticism directed at PEFC from the
FSC and its supporters?

As only 9% of the world’s forests have been certified it
seems that the focus should be on expanding the number of
FSC-approved standards and increasing the area of certified
forests and not on attacking the competition.

Government Timber Purchasing Policy
Some national governments have policies to guide the pur-
chase of timber by government agencies. Notable among
these are the United Kingdom (UK) and the Netherlands.
Both have established expert technical committees to evaluate
forest certification programs and advise their governments on
their validity. In the UK it is the Central Point of Expertise on
Timber (CPET) and in The Netherlands it is the Timber Pro-
curement Assessment Committee (TPAC). 

Both the UK and The Netherlands have well-established
national standards institutions and understand the require-
ments for good standards practice. These expert committees
should take more notice of the widespread FSC practice of
certification to “interim standards”.

This practice is misleading and unfair to consumers
because the FSC uses the same labels on products from forests
certified to approved standards and on products from forests
certified to “interim standards” developed by FSC certifica-
tion bodies.
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Table 3: Volume of industrial roundwood from certified forests

Annual harvest 
of industrial Area of % of continental Volume of % of world
roundwood % of world certified forest forest that has certified woodb harvest from

Continent 2005 (000 m3) total harvest (million ha) neta been certified (million m3) certified forests

North America 716 753 40 196 29 208 12
Europe 542 882 30 131 13 71 4
Africa 78 626 4 8 1 1 <1
Asia 173 552 10 8 2 3 <1
South America 232 881 13 16 2 4 <1

and Caribbean
Oceania 54 390 3 14 6 3 <1
World Total 1 799 084 100 372 9 290c 16%

awith an allowance for double counting
bby ratio and proportion based on harvest volume and percent of forest area certified
csum of column
Sources: Certification Canada 2011, FAO 2006, FSC 2011, PEFC 2011, SFI 2011

Statement by WWF Germany, Chief Forest Campaigner
at the UN FAO Conference on Forest Certification, Rome,
February 2001

“I would like to put everyone at this conference on
notice that WWF, Greenpeace, Friends of the Earth and
other ENGOs that support the FSC will do everything
in their power to destroy the credibility of any forest cer-
tification program that threatens the position of the
FSC.” (personal observation recorded by T. Rotherham)

7http://www.congressofracialequality.org/Portals/CORE/CORE_
Stop_the_War_on_the_Poor_07.2011.pdf
8http://www.risiinfo.com/blogs/Are-environmental-campaigns-
misleading-the-public-Part-II.html

9“FSC continues to be the gold standard for forest certification” –
quote from Scott Paul, FSC US Board member and Greenpeace US
forest campaign director. See www.fscus.org/html_emails/stan-
dards_launch.html



Conclusion
Forest management continues to attract more public attention
than the management of most other natural resources
because forests cover large areas of land with environmental,
wildlife habitat, spiritual, social and economic values in every
region of the planet.

The aspects of certification that are not beneficial are:
• the persistent campaign by Forest Ethics10 and Greenpeace

to destroy the credibility of the PEFC program and the
efforts of its national members instead of devoting this
energy to expanding the area of certified forest,

• the use of pressure in the marketplace by supporters of the
FSC to convince high-profile suppliers of consumer prod-
ucts and services to trade only in wood and paper prod-
ucts from forests certified by the FSC,

• the certification of forests by FSC to “interim standards”
developed by certification bodies, which have not been
approved by the FSC.
Certification has accelerated the implementation of the

new forest management paradigm—SFM. It has improved
forest management and underlined the importance of good
forest management to all organizations involved in the forest
management and product supply chain. Improvements in
forest management will be more rapidly and widely achieved
if PEFC and FSC work together to achieve this very worth-
while objective and if the continuing ENGO attacks on the
credibility of the PEFC program are halted.
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